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Abstract

Recommender systems suggest items that are likely to be preferred by a
particular user based on historical behavior, actions, and feedback. In real-
world applications, data on users and items are continuously generated at a
fast pace, such as in e-commerce, social media, digital marketing, and content
consumption applications. Since interactions occur over time, these scenarios
can be formulated as a data stream where users’ interests are potentially
dynamic, i.e., they change over time. Given that changes are expected to
occur, one of the current research challenges in streaming recommender
systems is that models must adapt their parameters when changes occur
to maintain performance. As such changes do not occur for all users and
items in the stream at the same time, we consider adapting learning schemes
to account for user or item identifiers and model individual parameters.
Therefore, we used specialized parameters to adjust the step size for each
dataset user or item. More specifically, this study proposes four specialized
and specialized-generalized variants of four well-known adaptive learning
rate optimizers and shows how they are combined with incremental matrix
factorization methods. We tested our proposed optimization strategies on
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different datasets and showed that one of the proposed specialized variants,
that is, InAMSGradUser, improves the RECALL and NDCG rates by up
to 11.1 and 7.5 percentage points, respectively, compared to the traditional
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer.
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Matrix factorization, Optimization algorithms, Collaborative filtering

1. Introduction

Given the increasing amount of data collected, recommendation systems
became indispensable in several scenarios in which user profiling is essential.
Modeling the user consumption patterns of products and services allows for
personalized and relevant recommendations [1]. Consequently, recommender
systems have been consistently explored by both researchers and practitioners
because these are relevant marketing tools in a multitude of scenarios [2]. For
instance, companies such as Amazon, Netflix, and Google News stand out for
using efficient recommendation methods, which improve user experience and
enhance user engagement towards products and services [3].

According to the available data and recommendation process character-
istics, studies have classified recommendation models into three categories:
content-based, collaborative, and hybrid filtering [2, 4]. In collaborative filter-
ing systems, data must be in the form of a list of interactions between users
and items, whereas in content-based filtering, characteristics that describe
items are also required. Consequently, collaborative filtering is less restrictive
and has been the subject of many studies over the years [4, 5, 6].

Most proposed recommendation techniques operate in a batch fashion.
In such scenarios, given a training set comprising user-item interactions, a
static model is generated and later used for recommendations [7]. However,
the world is dynamic, and it is realistic to assume that interactions between
users and items may become available over time [8]. Consequently, user
preferences may change over time (concept drift), new items can be made
available (cold start), or even the system rules can be modified (e.g., clearance
sales and actions in periods of the year, month, or week) [6]. Thus, developers
of such systems must also be aware of concept drift and cold start issues,
which require recommender systems to work incrementally, continuously, and
consistently to detect and adapt to changes in data so that performance is
not jeopardized [9].
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As changes in the data stream do not occur in all dataset users and
items simultaneously, we consider adapting the recommender model learning
schemes in a specialized manner. However, specialization can be ensured in
addition to user or item parameter learning process. In practice, the definition
of how specialization takes place includes analyzing the definition of particular
step sizes for each user and item in the dataset and adjusting the parameters
according to the recommender performance.

In this study, we propose adaptive optimization strategies for well-known
incremental matrix factorization (MF) methods. Our approaches extend
RMSprop [10], Adam [11], AMSGrad [12], and Nadam [13] optimizers, which
are adaptive gradient descent-based algorithms often used in a batch fashion.
Our proposed method differs from the MLF [14] optimizer in terms of the
use of a single additional array, as we specify the target of personalization:
the user or item. Furthermore, we apply personalization in an incremental
scenario, in which models are adjusted according to changes in data and with
positive-only feedback data. More specifically, our contribution is two-fold:

• The proposal of optimizer variants that include both user and item
specialized and specialized-generalized incremental methods. These
optimizers are also coupled with existing MF algorithms.

• An empirical analysis that demonstrates that adaptive learning rate
optimizers induce better adjustment in the MF model’s parameters and,
consequently, more accurate recommendations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
related work on existing incremental positive-only MF models and adaptive
learning rate optimizers. Section 3 details the proposed optimization methods
and how they are coupled with the existing incremental MF models. Section
4 describes the experimental protocol used to perform the proposed analysis
of recommender models. We discuss the obtained results in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper and describes future work.

2. Related Works

This section introduces related works on incremental recommender systems
based on Matrix Factorization (MF) and presents existing adaptive learning
rate optimizers available in the literature.
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At this point, it is worthy to highlight recent works on latent factor and
matrix factorization that tackle high-dimensional and sparse datasets (HiDS).
First, the work of [15] proposes an ensemble of Alternating Least Squares
(ALS) matrix factorization algorithm in estimating Quality-of-Service rates.
Under different settings, the proposal overcame bayesian matrix factorization
[16]. Another relevant work is latent factor analysis via particle swarm
optimization (PSO) [17], in which SGD and Adam optimizers had the learning
rates hyper-parameters adaptive tuned for HiDS applications. Next, authors
in [18] proposed a combination of L1 and L2 norms to overcome data sparsity
problems inherent to HiDS datasets. Experimentation showed that this
approach overcomes traditional matrix factorization algorithms in terms of
robustness and stability in different applications. More recently, authors
in [19] proposed a graph-convolutional network approach for latent feature
analysis in Quality-of-Service systems. The main singularity of this approach
is that the graph-convolutional network allows the identification of non-linear
relationship between users and item as well as amongst items. Finally, despite
the recentness and relationship with our work, such works are tailored for
HiDS batch scenarios and require adaptations to be used in streaming settings.

2.1. Matrix Factorization

Matrix Factorization (MF) is the most commonly used technique in recom-
mendation system design [20, 5], and the most successful latent factor models
are also based on MF [21]. MF models have been widely applied to differ-
ent recommendation scenarios and outperform clustering and neighborhood
methods in terms of predictive power, run time [22], and scalability [21].

The MF input is a relation matrix between users and items R ∈ Rm×n,
where m denotes the number of users and n denotes the number of items [23].
Because of R’s sparsity, MF models map users and items to a joint latent
factor space of dimensionality f , such that user-item interactions are modeled
as inner products in that space [21, 23]. The number of latent factors (f)
is much smaller than the number of users and items, and the co-occurrence
between users and items forms the basis for recommendations [20].

More formally, matrices R ∈ Rm×n,
−→
A ∈ Rm×f and

−→
B ∈ Rf×n represent

users’ ratings to items, users’ latent vectors, and items’ latent vectors, respec-
tively. The ru,i entry in the u-th row and i-th column of R an it represents

the rating that user u gives to item i. The u-th row vector (
−→
Au) of A and
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i-th column vector (
−→
Bi) of B are the user’s u and item’s i latent vectors,

respectively [5]. Given this formulation, it is possible to compute the predicted
rating between the u-th user and i-th item using the dot product depicted in
Equation 1 [22].

r̂ui =
−→
Au ·
−→
Bi

T (1)

MF is closely related to singular value decomposition (SVD), a well-
established technique for information retrieval to identify latent features [24].
Applying SVD to collaborative filtering requires factoring in the user-item
matrix. However, the conventional SVD is undefined when the rating matrix
is incomplete. Given the high percentage of missing values, some methods use
imputation techniques to fill in the missing values and make the rating matrix
dense before applying SVD [25, 26]. However, these approaches can be costly
and considerably distort the data owing to inaccurate imputation [21, 24].
Hence, more recent researches suggest direct modeling of the observed ratings
while avoiding overfitting through a regularized model [21, 24]. Thus, the
model was trained by minimizing L2-regularized squared error for known
values of R̂ and the corresponding predicted ratings are denoted in Equation
2 [22].

min−→
A,
−→
B

∑
(u,i)∈D

(
ru,i −

−→
Au ·
−→
Bi

T
)2

+ λ

(∥∥∥−→Au∥∥∥2 +
∥∥∥−→Bi

∥∥∥2) (2)

In the formalization above, D is the set of (u, i) pairs for each known ru,i

(training set), and λ is the regularization parameter for user
−→
Au and item

−→
Bi latent vectors that are used to avoid overfitting. MF learns a model by
fitting previously observed interactions. However, the goal is to generalize
previously known user-item interactions to predict future, unobserved user
preferences over items [21].

2.1.1. Incremental Stochastic Gradient Descent

The most common approach for minimizing Equation 2 in MF is the SGD
optimization, in which the algorithm loops over all ratings in the training set.
For each given training interaction, the system predicts rui and computes the
associated prediction error (errui) using Equation 3 [21].

errui = rui − r̂ui (3)
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In this process, both the user (−→gu) and item (−→gi ) gradients of the error
(Equation 4) are used, where λ is the regularization rate.

−→gu ← errui ×
−→
Bi − λ

−→
Au

−→gi ← errui ×
−→
Au − λ

−→
Bi

(4)

Next, SGD modifies the parameters by a magnitude proportional to η
in the inverse direction of the error’s gradient according to Equation 5 [21],
where η is the step size or learning rate, and λ is the regularization term for
both user and item latent factors [22].

−→
Au ←

−→
Au + η ×−→gu

−→
Bi ←

−→
Bi + η ×−→gi

(5)

In contrast, incremental SGD (ISGD) [22] was initially designed for
positive-only feedback recommendations; thus, the interactions between users
and items are represented as a Boolean matrix. Consequently, the prediction
error is simplified, and its computation is given by Equation 6.

errui = 1− R̂ui (6)

Similar to the traditional batch MF model, the ISGD updates the Au and
Bi vectors using Equation 5. A relevant difference between ISGD and its
batch counterpart (SVD MF with batch SGD optimizer) is the order in which
the method analyzes the data to generate the models [6]. The traditional
batch SVD shuffles and performs multiple passes over the training data during
preprocessing and model creation, whereas ISGD does not perform any data
preprocessing and processes data according to their natural arrival order [22].

2.1.2. Probabilistic MF

Similarly to the traditional MF model, the Probabilistic MF (PMF) model
decomposes a binary matrix into two lower-rank matrices to make predictions
[27]. The main difference is related to the use of positive (ones, 1) and
unknown (zeros, 0) observations during model training, that is, the matrix
represents a user’s likes and unknown/potential dislikes for items.

Equation 7 describes the PMF process, where σ represents a sigmoid
function (σ), that applied to compute probabilistic predictions (0 6 r̂ui 6 1).

In the update process of the PMF’s user (
−→
Au) and item (

−→
Bi) latent factor

vectors, ISGD update rules are used, except for error calculation, because
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PMF uses both positive and negative (unknown) observations. In other words,
if the instance is positive, then errui = 1− r̂ui. Otherwise, if it was a negative
instance, the error was calculated using errui = 0− r̂ui.

r̂ui ← σ
(
Au ·BT

i

)
(7)

Furthermore, assuming T as the test set, when the user-item interaction is
a binary outcome (ru,i ∈ {0, 1}), it is natural to use cross entropy (Log-Loss,
Equation 8) as the loss function for the optimization problem [27].

Log-loss = − 1

|T |
∑
u,i∈T

(
Ru,i log

(
R̂ui

)
+ (1−Ru,i)× log(1− R̂ui)

)
(8)

2.1.3. Bayesian Personalized Ranking for MF

Bayesian personalized Ranking for MF (BPRMF) is a generic optimization
criterion for personalized ranking derived from a Bayesian problem analysis.
The BPRMF model provides a learning BPR method based on SGD with
bootstrap sampling [28]. In addition to the MF parameters, for each instance
(u; i) in the training set, BPRMF selects a negative item j (an item that the
u-th user does not interact with). BPR optimization decomposes triplets
in the (u; i; j) format using the difference in the u-th user predictions w.r.t.
items i and j, as shown in Equation 9.

r̂uij = r̂ui − r̂uj (9)

Next, the model applies a sigmoid function variant described in Equation
10 to the prediction r̂uij to add the Bayesian probabilistic characteristic to
the model [29].

σ(r̂uij) =

(
1

1 + e−r̂uij

)
(10)

As the BPRMF has an additional term j, the model differs from ISGD
when computing the gradients of the error for each term in the triplet (u; i; j)
(Equation 11).
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−→gu ← σ(r̂uij)× (Bi −Bj)− λ
−→
Au

−→gi ← σ(r̂uij)× (Au)− λ
−→
Bi

−→gj ← σ(r̂uij)× (−Au)− λ
−→
Bj

(11)

Finally, for each triplet (u; i; j), the latent factor vectors for user u, item i,
and unobserved item j are updated using the traditional SGD optimization
strategy described in Equation 12.

Au ← Au + η ×−→gu
Bi ← Bi + η ×−→gi
Bj ← Bj + η ×−→gj

(12)

2.1.4. Momentum-incorporated Latent Factor Model (MLF)

The Momentum-incorporated latent factor (MLF) algorithm is an opti-
mization strategy introduced as part of the momentum-incorporated parallel
SGD (MPSGD) model [14]. The main purpose of the MPSGD model is to
paralyze the update of latent factors during the batch training step of the
MF model [14]. In contrast, MLF is an SGD-based learning method designed
to update the latent factors matrices of user A and item B, which can be
integrated into an incremental learning scenario.

The momentum method is an adaptive optimization strategy for improving
the convergence rate of an SGD-based model. The momentum algorithm
improves the model convergence by adding a fraction γ of the previous
interaction updates to the current interaction update. Thus, the learning
update in the current interaction considers the direction trend from the
previous updates, reducing oscillations during the learning process and making
the resultant model converge faster [30, 14]. Equation 13 presents the update
rules of the momentum optimizer, where −→vt stores the history of the previous
update, γ is the momentum term (also known as the decay rate), −→g represents

the gradients of the error, and
−→
θ represents the latent factor vector (Au, Bi).

−→vt ← γ ×−−→vt−1 + η ×−→g
−→
θ ←

−→
θ −−→vt

(13)

MLF incorporates momentum optimization by introducing V(A) and V(B)

auxiliary arrays. These arrays store the history of previous updates for each
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user u and item i in the dataset. Consequently, to update the user latent

factor vector
−→
Au with the MLF model, the update rules depicted in Equation

14 must be used.

−−→vu(t) ← γ ×−−−→vu(t−1) + η ×−→gu
−→
Au ←

−→
Au −−−→vu(t)

(14)

Similarly, for the item latent factor vector
−→
Bi updates, we used the rules

in Equation 15.

−−→vi(t) ← γ ×−−−→vi(t−1) + η ×−→gi
−→
Bi ←

−→
Bi −−−→vi(t)

(15)

2.2. Adaptive Learning Rate Optimizers

Most machine-learning methods can be formulated as optimization prob-
lems to determine the extremum of an objective function. Accordingly, the
three vital steps of a machine learning algorithm are (i) building a model
hypothesis, (ii) defining the objective function, and (iii) solving the maximum
or minimum of the objective function to determine the model parameters.
In this sense, the first two steps are modeling problems, and the third step
solves the problem using optimization algorithms [31].

Therefore, optimization is a mathematical discipline used to solve decision-
making problem. The basic idea of optimization is to determine the best
solution among the various available options in the given objective function
[32]. Traditionally, optimization research is divided into first-order, high-
order, and derivative-free methods [31, 32]. First-order optimization methods,
known as gradient-based optimization, are primarily based on first-order
derivatives or gradient descent algorithms. High-order methods, in turn, are
used to address the problem in which an objective function exhibits highly non
linear and ill-conditioned behavior. Finally, we use derivative-free methods in
real-world optimization problems, where the derivative of the objective and
constraint functions may not exist or is difficult to calculate.

In this study, we focus on traditional MF models, in which the most
frequently used optimization strategy to minimize the objective function
is gradient descent-based methods, such as RMSProp, Adam, AMSGrad,
Nadam, Momentum, Adadelta, and Adagrad optimizers. Therefore, the
following sections introduce the RMSProp, Adam, AMSGrad, Nadam, and
gradient descent optimization strategies selected to replace the traditional
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SGD optimizer in the MF model. We selected RMSProp, Adam, AMSGrad,
and Nadam optimizers because they exhibited superior and more robust
performance in many works when compared to other optimization techniques
[33, 34, 35].

2.2.1. RMSprop optimizer

RMSprop [10] is an adaptive learning rate method that is similar to the
SGD algorithm with momentum. It was developed as a stochastic technique
for mini-batch learning, which is suitable for online and non-stationary settings.
RMSprop and gradient descent differ in gradient computation. RMSProp
uses the exponential decaying average −→vt (Equation 16) method to discard
the squared values of the gradients distant from the current time step. The
algorithm converges rapidly after obtaining convex structure. In RMSprop’s
update rules depicted in Equation 17, the gradients (−→g ) are divided by the
running average of their recent magnitudes (−→vt ) [10]. The γ parameter is
the momentum (also called the decay rate) and is usually set to 0.9 [10].
Considering that the value of −→vt may converge to 0, weights can “blow up”.
To prevent the gradients from blowing up, RMSprop includes a padding factor
ε in the denominator, often ε = 10−8, to avoid inconsistent computation [11].

−→vt ← γ ×−−→vt−1 +−→g 2(1− γ) (16)

−→
θ ←

−→
θ +−→g η√−→vt + ε

(17)

RMSprop deals with gradient vanishing and explosion issues using a moving
average of past squared gradients, normalizing the gradient accordingly. This
normalization adapts the learning rate, decreasing it for large gradients to
avoid exploding and increasing it for small gradients to avoid vanishing
[10, 36].

2.2.2. Adaptive Moment Estimation - Adam

Adaptive moment estimation (Adam) computes adaptive learning rates for
each model parameter [11]. Similar to RMSprop, Adam stores an exponentially
decaying average of the past squared gradients −→vt (Equation 18).

−→vt ← β2
−−→vt−1 + (1− β2)−→g 2 (18)
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Adam also mantains an exponentially decaying average of past gradients
mt, similar to momentum (Equation 19).

−→mt ← β1
−−→mt−1 + (1− β1)−→g (19)

The −→mt and −→vt parameters are estimates of the first (the mean) and the
second moments (the uncentered variance) of the gradients, respectively;
hence the method is named accordingly. As −→mt and −→vt are initialized as
vectors of 0s (zeroes), they are biased towards zero, especially during the
initial time steps and especially when the decay rates are low (i.e., β1 and β2
are close to 1, propose default values of 0.9 and 0.999, respectively). Thus, to
counteract these biases, Adam computes the bias-corrected first and second
moment estimates using Equations 20 and 21, respectively, where t is the
current time step (epoch).

−→
m̂t ←

−→mt

(1− β1)t
(20)

−→
v̂t ←

−→vt
(1− β2)t

(21)

Finally, Adam’s optimization update rule in Equation 22 uses the first
(Equation 20) and second-moment (Equation 21) estimations as follows:

−→
θ ←

−→
θ + η

−→
m̂t√−→
v̂t + ε

(22)

2.2.3. AMSGrad Optimizer

The AMSGrad [12] algorithm overcomes the problem in which Adam
cannot converge to the optimal solution. The AMSGrad optimizer proposes
a new update method that uses the maximum of the past squared gradients
max(−→vt ) (Equation 23) rather than the exponential average (−→vt ) directly
to update the parameters (Equation 24). AMSGrad also calculates the
exponentially decaying average of past squared gradients (−→vt - Equation 18)
and the exponentially decaying average of past gradients (−→mt - Equation 19).

max(−→vt )← max (max(−→vt ),−→vt ) (23)
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−→
θ ←

−→
θ + η

−→mt√
max(−→vt ) + ε

(24)

2.2.4. Nesterov-accelerated Adaptive Moment Estimation (Nadam)

The Nesterov-accelerated adaptive moment estimation (Nadam) [13] al-
gorithm combines the Adam and Nesterov-accelerated gradient (NAG). To
incorporate NAG into Adam, the authors modified its momentum term −→mt,

thus defining the adjusted momentum (
−−→
m̂a(t)) and similarly replacing the

previous momentum vector with the current momentum vector. To simplify

the adjusted moment term (
−−→
m̂a(t)), Nadam used the corrected bias (

−→
m̂t -

Equation 20) of the current moment term.

−−→
m̂a(t) ← β1

−→
m̂t +

(1− β1)−→gt
1− βt1

(25)

This algorithm increases or decreases the decay factor β1 over time.
Nadam’s update rule is given in Equation 26.

−→
θ ←

−→
θ + η

−−→
m̂a(t)√−→
v̂t + ε

(26)

3. Proposed Methods

This section introduces the proposed Adam, AMSGrad, Nadam, and
RMSProp variants that leverage adaptive learning rate optimizers previously
introduced in Section 2.2. The main purpose of our proposed optimizer vari-
ants is to consider the user or item in the data-stream instance to update the
optimizer parameters. Such an analysis enables the learning of personalized
optimizer terms for each user or item in the data stream. In contrast to the
MLF optimizer described in Section 2, our proposed method uses a single
auxiliary array (per user or item) to personalize optimizer parameters.

The rationale for proposing optimizer variants is to consider the dynamic
characteristics of streaming recommendation scenarios. Such dynamism
occurs because the incidence of cold-start and concept drift problems, which
requires recommendation models to adapt their learning schemes to maintain
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performance. As changes in the data behavior are not observed in the entire
dataset and are only for a few users or items, we propose updating the
optimizer learning steps individually. The idea here is not to implement an
explicit drift detector or treat the new users and new items differently because
of the cold-start incidence but, instead, to make the model adaptive according
to the observed performance.

As both optimizers have as parameters the squared decaying average
vt and/or the decaying average mt, we show the implementation of the
AMSGrad optimizer variants owing to its additional parameter max(vt). Thus,
the following algorithms are prototypes for other adaptive learning rate
optimizers. Therefore, to implement RMSProp, Adam, and Nadam variants,
their update rules and operations are changed accordingly. Algorithm 1 shows
the implementation of the original AMSGrad version, which receives as inputs

the latent factors vector
−→
θ , current gradient of the error −→g , learning rate η,

decay rates β1 and β2, padding factor to prevent divisions by zero ε, squared
decaying average −→v(t), decaying average −−→m(t), and maximum squared decaying
average max(−→v(t)) of the past gradients g. As output, the AMSGrad algorithm

returns the updated latent factors vector
−→
θ . Algorithm 1 is responsible for

inplace updating of the AMSGrad parameters based on the gradient of the
error −→g and according to their rules in lines 1, 2, and 3 (described in Section

2.2). Finally, line 4 updates the latent factor vector
−→
θ according to the

AMSGrad update rules, and line 5 returns the updated vector.
Section 3.1 shows the characteristics of the specialized optimization strat-

egy, in which we learn the personalized terms for each user or item in the
data stream. In Section 3.2, we present specialized-generalized (SG) variants,
which combine traditional and specialized optimizers to update the latent
factor vector.

3.1. Specialized Optimizer

In the specialized version, we propose learning personalized optimizer
parameters for each user u or item i to update MF models. In this sense,

we update latent factor vector of user
−→
Au and item

−→
Bi considering a specific

optimizer term learned for the current user (item-specialized version) or item
(item-specialized version) in the data stream.

Algorithm 2 presents a specialized version of the AMSGrad optimizer.
The specialized AMSGrad optimizer has as inputs the latent factors vector−→
θ , current gradient of the error −→g , and personalization target p (which
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Algorithm 1: Original AMSGrad Optimizer.

Input:
−→
θ : latent factors vector, −→g : gradients of the error, η:

learning rate, β1 and β2: decay rates, ε: padding factor to
prevent inconsistent computations, −→v(t): squared decaying
average, −−→m(t): decaying average, max(−→v(t)): maximum squared
decaying average.

Output:
−→
θ : updated latent factors vector.

1
−→v(t) ← β2 ×−−−→v(t−1) + (1− β2)×−→g 2

2
−−→m(t) ← β1 ×−−−→m(t−1) + (1− β1)×−→g

3 max(−→v(t))← max(max(−→v(t)),−→v(t))

4
−→
θ ←

−→
θ + η

(
−−→m(t)√

max(−−→v(t))+ε

)
5 return

−→
θ

indicates the identifiers of user u or item i, depending on the specialized
variant selected). The specialized version also receives the learning rate η,
decay rate β1, decay rate β2, padding factor ε (to prevent divisions by zero),
and AMSGrad parameters, that is, specialized squared decaying average
−−→vp(t), specialized decaying average −−→mp(t), and specialized maximum squared
decaying average max(−−→vp(t)) of the past gradients g. Algorithm 2 then updates
the AMSGrad personalized optimizer parameters vp(t) (Line 1), mp(t)(Line 2),
and max(vp(t)) (Line 3) based on the gradients of the error −→g . Finally, the

latent factor vector
−→
θ (line 4) is updated using the AMSGrad update rules

(Equation 24) and the updated vector is returned (line 5).
If the user-specialized version is selected, both the latent factor vectors

of user
−→
Au and item

−→
Bi are updated using the personalized optimizer param-

eters learned for user u in the instance. Suppose we have a function called
update model that receives the specialized AMSGrad inputs, then user and
item latent factors vectors are updated using Equation 27, where −−→vu(t), −−−→mu(t),
and max(−−→vu(t)) represents the specialized AMSGrad parameters learned for
the user u.

−→
Au ← update model(Au, gu, u, η, β1, β2, ε,

−−→vu(t),−−−→mu(t),max(−−→vu(t)))
−→
Bi ← update model(Bi, gi, u, η, β1, β2, ε,

−−→vu(t),−−−→mu(t),max(−−→vu(t)))
(27)
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Algorithm 2: Incremental Specialized AMSGrad Optimizer

Input:
−→
θ : latent factors vector, −→g : gradients of the error, p: user

or item identifier based on specialized variant, η: learning
rate, β1 and β2: decay rates, ε: padding factor to prevent
inconsistent computations, −−→vp(t): specialized squared decaying
average, −−→mp(t): specialized decaying average, max(−−→vp(t)):
specialized maximum squared decaying average.

Output:
−→
θ : updated latent factors vector.

1
−−→vp(t) ← β2 ×−−−→vp(t−1) + (1− β2)×−→g 2

2
−−→mp(t) ← β1 ×−−−−→mp(t−1) + (1− β1)×−→g

3 max(−−→vp(t))← max(max(−−→vp(t)),−−→vp(t))

4
−→
θ ←

−→
θ + η

(
−−−→mp(t)√

max(−−→vp(t))+ε

)
5 return

−→
θ

Otherwise, if an item-specialized version is selected,
−→
Au and

−→
Bi are updated

using the personalized optimizer parameters learned for the item in the
instance using Equation 28, where −−→vi(t), −−→mi(t), and max(−−→vi(t)) represents the
specialized AMSGrad parameters learned for the item i.

−→
Au ← update model(Au, gu, i, η, β1, β2, ε,

−−→vi(t),−−→mi(t),max(−−→vi(t)))
−→
Bi ← update model(Bi, gi, i, η, β1, β2, ε,

−−→vi(t),−−→mi(t),max(−−→vi(t)))
(28)

Considering that we are analyzing the RMSProp, Adam, AMSGrad, and
Nadam optimizers, we have two specializations for each version. As our focus is
on incremental scenario, we named the variants with the prefix “In” and used
the user or item suffix to represent the specialized version. In this sense, the
traditional variants are the InRMSProp, InAdam, InAMSGrad, and InNadam
optimizers. The user-specialized variants assume the “User” suffix with
InRMSPropUser, InAdamUser, InAMSGradUser, and InNadamUser. Finally,
the item-specialized variants, which have “Item” suffix, are InRMSPropItem,
InAdamItem, InAMSGradItem, and InNadamItem. Table 1 presents the
update rules of Adam, AMSGrad, Nadam, and RMSProp optimizer, where p
indicates the specialization target, which assumes the user or item identifiers
during the model updates.
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3.2. Specialized-Generalized Optimizer

The proposed specialized-generalized variant combines the original opti-
mizer version with a specialized version. Accordingly, it is necessary to learn
both optimizer parameters instead of learning only the general or special-
ized versions. We combine the optimizer’s general and specialized variants
by joining their respective update rules. Therefore, we use the sum of the
particular parameters of both variants to generate the specialized-generalized
version. Equation 29 shows the specialized-generalized optimizer update rule

in which
−→
θ is the user

−→
Au or item

−→
Bi latent factor vector, η is step size,

and Po and Ps are parameters that represent the original and specialized
optimizers, respectively. The combination of these parameters enables the
gradient to store both the local and global latent factor changes.

−→
θ ←

−→
θ + η (Po + Ps) (29)

Algorithm 3 presents the AMSGrad specialized-generalized optimizer

variant. The input arguments (
−→
θ ,−→g , p, η, β1, β2, ε) and the output (

−→
θ ) are

the same as those of the original and specialized versions. However, the
specialized-generalized variant stores both general and specialized squared
decaying averages (−→v(t) and −−→vp(t)), decaying averages (−−→m(t) and −−→mp(t)), and
maximum squared decaying averages (max(−→v(t)) and max(−−→vp(t))). However, we
must update both the general (Algorithm 3 - lines 1, 2, and 3) and specialized
(Algorithm 3 - lines 4, 5, and 6) parameters according to AMSGrad update

rule. Finally, to update the latent factor vector
−→
θ , the specialized-generalized

variant combines general and specialized AMSGrad update rules (line 7),
in which the main difference is between the specialized and specialized-
generalized versions.

To distinguish the optimizers’ variants, we named the specialized-generalized
versions with the “SGI” prefix and the “User” or “Item” suffix to represent the
specialized part of the optimizer. The user-specialized-generalized variants are
SGIRMSPropUser, SGIAdamUser, SGIAMSGradUser, and SGINadamUser
while the item-specialized variants are SGIRMSPropItem, SGIAdamItem,
SGIAMSGradItem, and SGINadamItem. Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 present the
execution flow of the variants of the AMSGrad optimizer. Accordingly, if we
want to select other optimizers, we have to use their update rule presented in

Table 1, which shows the latent factor vector
−→
θ update for the specialized

and specialized-generalized variants of the Adam, AMSGrad, Nadam, and
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Algorithm 3: Incremental Specialized-Generalized AMSGrad Opti-
mizer.

Input:
−→
θ : latent factors vector, −→g : gradients of the error, p: user

or item identifier based on specialized variant, η: learning
rate, β1 and β2: decay rates, ε: padding factor to prevent
inconsistent computations, −→v(t): squared decaying average,
−−→m(t): decaying average, max(−→v(t)): maximum squared
decaying average −−→vp(t): specialized squared decaying average,
−−→mp(t): specialized decaying average, max(−−→vp(t)): specialized
maximum squared decaying average.

Output:
−→
θ : updated latent factors vector

1
−→v(t) ← β2 ×−−−→v(t−1) + (1− β2)×−→g 2

2
−−→m(t) ← β1 ×−−−→m(t−1) + (1− β1)×−→g

3 max(−→v(t))← max(max(−→v(t)),−→v(t))
4
−−→vp(t) ← β2 ×−−−→vp(t−1) + (1− β2)×−→g 2

5
−−→mp(t) ← β1 ×−−−−→mp(t−1) + (1− β1)×−→g

6 max(−−→vp(t))← max(max(−−→vp(t)),−−→vp(t))

7
−→
θ ←

−→
θ + η

(
−−→m(t)√

max(−−→v(t))+ε
+

−−−→mp(t)√
max(−−→vp(t))+ε

)
8 return

−→
θ

RMSProp optimizers. Additional operations may be necessary based on each
optimizer step, which are presented in Section 2.2.
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Table 1: Optimizers update rules based on specialized and specialized-generalized versions.

Specialized Specialized-Generalized

Adam

−→
θ ←

−→
θ + η

−−−→
m̂p(t)√−−→
v̂p(t)+ε

−→
θ ←

−→
θ + η

(
−−→
m̂(t)√−−→
v̂(t)+ε

+
−−−→
m̂p(t)√−−→
v̂p(t)+ε

)
AMSGrad

−→
θ ←

−→
θ + η ×

−−−→mp(t)√
max(−−→vp(t))+ε

−→
θ ←

−→
θ + η ×

(
−−→m(t)√

max(−−→v(t))+ε
+

−−−→mp(t)√
max(−−→vp(t))+ε

)
Nadam

−→
θ ←

−→
θ + η ×

−−−−→
m̂pa(t)√−−→
v̂p(t)+ε

−→
θ ←

−→
θ + η ×

(
−−−→
m̂a(t)√−−→
v̂(t)+ε

+
−−−−→
m̂pa(t)√−−→
v̂p(t)+ε

)
RMSProp

−→
θ ←

−→
θ +−→g η√

vp(t)+ε

−→
θ ←

−→
θ + η ×−→g ×

(
1√−−→v(t)+ε + 1√−−→vp(t)+ε

)
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4. Experimental Setup

This section reports the experimental protocol adopted for assessing the
proposed methods.

4.1. Datasets

We selected four real-world datasets for experimentation: Amazon Books
[37], Movie Lens 1M [38], Movie Tweetings [39], and SMDI-200UE [6]. The
Amazon Books, Movie Lens 1M, and Movie Tweetings datasets provide
explicit user feedback. To analyze the effectiveness of our proposed models
in the one-class collaborative filtering scenario, we transformed the explicit
feedback into positive-only feedback. We considered positive feedback only
for ratings higher than 3.5. Table 2 depicts the main characteristics of these
datasets, including the number of interactions, users, items, and sparsity
(Equation 30), where |D| is the number of unique interactions, m the number
of users, and n the number of items.

Sparsity (%) = 100× 1− |D|
m× n

(30)

Table 2: Overview of the datasets used on this study.

Datasets Interactions Users Items Sparsity

Amazon Books 769991 21675 22223 99.84%
Movie Lens 1M 575280 6038 3533 97.30%
Movie Tweetings 658700 65513 28149 99.96%
SMDI-200UE 447391 9472 6924 99.59%

4.2. Algorithms and Parametrization

Since we are dealing with a streaming scenario in which the order of the
events is significant, we split our datasets according to the temporally-aware
protocol suggested in [40]. Figure 1 presents the training and update pro-
cesses of the recommender model used in this study to evaluate the proposed
optimizers. We used the first 20% of each dataset for batch training (Recom-
mender Model Training - Figure 1), 30% for batch testing and incremental
training (Performance Validation - Figure 1), and the remaining 50% as the
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test set (Incremental Update Phase - Figure 1). The test set is used in a
test-then-train fashion, meaning that each user-item interaction is used for
model evaluation (Evaluate Model and Compute Statistics - Figure 1) and
updating sequentially (Update Model - Figure 1).

Figure 1: Streaming protocol used in our experimentation.

We compare our proposed MF optimization strategies with and against
the SGD [22] and InMLF [14] algorithms, as previously introduced in Section
2. We also used PMF [27] and BPRMF [16] recommender models as baselines.
Additionally, we tested the non-machine learning methods Top Popular (Top-
Pop) [41] and random [42] for comparison. TopPop consists of recommending
items with the best degree of success among all users, instead of modeling
the user item relationship using a machine learning method. In contrast, the
random approach randomly selects items from a set of unobserved items in the
recommendation phase. The incremental MF recommendation model uses
the SGD optimizer in its original version, which is the most frequently used
method for minimizing the L2-regularized squared error (Equation 2). There-
fore, we compared the proposed adaptive optimizer variants as replacements
for the traditional SGD optimizer.

We tested the following hyper-parameter values in the MF incremental
recommender model: optimizer ∈ {SGD, InMLF, InAdam, InAdamUser,

InAdamItem, SGIAdamUser, SGIAdamItem, InAMSGrad, InAMSGradUser,

InAMSGradItem, SGIAMSGradUser, SGIAMSGradItem, InNadam,

InNadamUser, InNadamItem, SGINadamUser, SGINadamItem, InRMSprop,

InRMSpropUser, InRMSpropItem, SGIRMSpropUser, and SGIRMSpropItem},
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learning rate ∈ {0.01, 0.001, 0.0001}, regularization rate equal to 0.01, latent
factors ∈ {10, 20, 40, 60, 80}, batch training epochs equal to 10. We also used
these hyper-parameters, except for the optimizer, in the PMF and BPRMF
recommendation models.

We chose the best hyper-parameters based on a grid search, which ex-
haustively generates candidates from the specified grid of parameter values.
The entire dataset was used for each combination. In this sense, parameter
tuning is not a part of the processing time of the methods. We replicated
each best experimental setting 10 times in this study, thus, the results depict
the average and standard deviation of the recall values. We selected a single
random seed for each replication and used it with all optimizers to enable
further paired comparisons and application of the statistical significance test.

Finally, we incorporated hypothesis testing to determine whether one
optimization significantly outperforms others method. As we have many
optimization strategies for comparison, we execute each experiment several
times if we envision finding any statistically significant difference. Therefore,
we selected each optimizer’s best variant and applied non-parametric tests.
We followed the protocol reported in [43] by combining the Friedman [44] and
Nemenyi post-hoc [45] statistical tests.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics

We express the goodness-of-fit of the models using RECALL@K and normal-
ized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG@K) metrics with K = 10, which are the
most commonly used recall thresholds. For each instance (u, i) in the test
set (T ), we selected a candidate list of 1000 unknown items for user u, and
the known (relevant) item i was appended to this candidate list. We ordered
candidate items by descending proximity to a value of 1 (as we are dealing

with a positive-only scenario) using the function fui = |1− R̂ui|, according to

the non-Boolean predicted scores R̂ui obtained by the recommender models.
The RECALL@K metric, described in Equation 31, measures the average

(across all users) of the proportion of recommended items that appear among
the top K positions of the ranked list [46], where |T | is the test set size.

RECALL@K =
1

|T |
∑

(u,i)∈T

hit@K(u, i) (31)

For each instance 〈u, i〉, hit@K(u, i) = 1 is said to happen when i is ranked
among the top K items, and hit@K(u, i) = 0 otherwise.
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The NDCG@K metric, described in Equation 32, indicates whether the
ground-truth items are ranked higher than others by accounting for the
position of hit [47].

NDCG@K =

{
0, if rank(i) ≤ K
1

log2(rank+1)
, otherwise

(32)

The scores reported in the following section for RECALL@K and NDCG@K

were obtained in the test portion of the experiments. As we select the best
set of parameters, which include the number of latent features, we do not
consider the processing time of the recommender models in this study. The
greater the number of latent factors f , the longer is the processing time of the
recommender models. Furthermore, the proposed specialized and specialized-
generalized optimizer variants are more time and memory consuming than
the traditional SGD optimizer because of the storage of the parameters for
all users or items of the system.

5. Results and Analysis

In this section, we present results of experiments using four real-world
datasets. The results obtained by incremental MF models are presented in
Tables 3 and 4. These tables depict the RECALL@K and NDCG@K (with
K = 10) obtained by each optimizer along with the analyzed datasets. We
compared our proposed optimizers against the MF-SGD, MF-InMLF, BPRMF,
PMF, TopPop, and Random baselines and marked the best results per dataset
in bold. We report the statistical test results obtained by combining the
Friedman and Nemenyi tests, assuming a 95% confidence level throughout
our discussion. The p-values for each tested dataset are shown in Figure 3.
We also observed significant differences in computing the critical distance

between the analyzed optimizers and baselines (Figure 3).
Regarding the baseline methods (Tables 3 and 4), the MF with InMLF

[14] optimizer provide the best RECALL@10 and NDCG@10 values in the
Amazon Books dataset. Considering the Movie Lens 1M dataset, the MF-
SGD and BPRMF models provided the best baseline results. By contrast,
for the Movie Tweetings dataset, the MF-SGD model obtained the highest
RECALL values. Finally, in the supermarket dataset (SMDI-200UE), the
PMF model showed the best performance.

Tables 3 and 4 summarize the performances of the different optimizers
analyzed in terms of the RECALL@10 and NDCG@10 values. The In-
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Table 3: RECALL@10 and NDCG@10 values obtained by the incremental MF recommender
model for the Amazon Books and Movie Lens 1M datasets.

Models
Amazon Books Movie Lens 1M

RECALL@10 NDCG@10 RECALL@10 NDCG@10

Baselines
TopPop 0.0040 ± 0.0000 0.0020 ± 0.0000 0.0390 ± 0.0000 0.0190 ± 0.0000
Random 0.0010 ± 0.0000 0.0000 ± 0.0000 0.0030 ± 0.0002 0.0010 ± 0.0001
MF-SGD 0.0130 ± 0.0001 0.0060 ± 0.0001 0.1200 ± 0.0003 0.0600 ± 0.0001

MF-InMLF 0.0180 ± 0.0002 0.0090 ± 0.0001 0.1070 ± 0.0003 0.0520 ± 0.0002
BPRMF 0.0150 ± 0.0003 0.0080 ± 0.0002 0.1140 ± 0.0008 0.056 ± 0.0004
PMF 0.0050 ± 0.0001 0.0020 ± 0.0001 0.1210 ± 0.0050 0.0600 ± 0.0028

MF with Adam Optimizers variants
InAdam 0.0080 ± 0.0001 0.0040 ± 0.0001 0.1300 ± 0.0002 0.065 ± 0.0001

InAdamUser 0.0210 ± 0.0025 0.0100 ± 0.0012 0.1310 ± 0.0002 0.066 ± 0.0001
InAdamItem 0.0210 ± 0.0005 0.0100 ± 0.0002 0.0870 ± 0.0012 0.045 ± 0.0006
SGIAdamUser 0.0160 ± 0.0015 0.0080 ± 0.0007 0.1250 ± 0.0003 0.063 ± 0.0002
SGIAdamItem 0.0190 ± 0.0004 0.0090 ± 0.0002 0.1060 ± 0.0017 0.053 ± 0.0009

MF with AMSGrad Optimizers variants
InAMSGrad 0.0050 ± 0.0002 0.0020 ± 0.0001 0.1310 ± 0.0003 0.0660 ± 0.0002

InAMSGradUser 0.0360 ± 0.0040 0.0170 ± 0.0020 0.1320 ± 0.0003 0.0660 ± 0.0002
InAMSGradItem 0.0110 ± 0.0005 0.0050 ± 0.0002 0.0850 ± 0.0013 0.0430 ± 0.0007
SGIAMSGradUser 0.0270 ± 0.0045 0.0130 ± 0.0023 0.1320 ± 0.0003 0.0660 ± 0.0001
SGIAMSGradItem 0.0110 ± 0.0005 0.0050 ± 0.0002 0.1020 ± 0.0012 0.0510 ± 0.0006

MF with Nadam Optimizers variants
InNadam 0.0080 ± 0.0001 0.0040 ± 0.0001 0.1310 ± 0.0002 0.0660 ± 0.0001

InNadamUser 0.0190 ± 0.0020 0.0090 ± 0.0009 0.1310 ± 0.0003 0.0660 ± 0.0002
InNadamItem 0.0210 ± 0.0006 0.0100 ± 0.0003 0.0910 ± 0.0013 0.0460 ± 0.0006
SGINadamUser 0.0140 ± 0.0009 0.0060 ± 0.0005 0.1300 ± 0.0004 0.0650 ± 0.0003
SGINadamItem 0.0180 ± 0.0004 0.0090 ± 0.0002 0.1140 ± 0.0024 0.0570 ± 0.0012

MF with RMSProp Optimizers variants
InRMSProp 0.0170 ± 0.0004 0.0080 ± 0.0002 0.1260 ± 0.0004 0.0630 ± 0.0002

InRMSPropUser 0.0170 ± 0.0008 0.0080 ± 0.0004 0.1280 ± 0.0003 0.0640 ± 0.0002
InRMSPropItem 0.0160 ± 0.0016 0.0080 ± 0.0007 0.1260 ± 0.0002 0.0630 ± 0.0001
SGIRMSPropUser 0.0090 ± 0.0006 0.0040 ± 0.0003 0.1300 ± 0.0003 0.0650 ± 0.0001
SGIRMSPropItem 0.0080 ± 0.0003 0.0040 ± 0.0001 0.1290 ± 0.0005 0.0640 ± 0.0002

AMSGradUser optimizer obtained the best results across all tested datasets.
Considering the RECALL@10 values of InAMSGradUser, the adaptive op-
timizer increases by up to 2.3 percentage points in the Amazon Books, 1.2
percentage points for the Movie Lens 1M (Table 3), 8.2 percentage points
for the Movie Tweetings, and 11.1 percentage points for the SMDI-200UE
dataset (Table 4), compared with the traditional SGD baseline.

Furthermore, compared with adaptive InMLF optimization, the InAMS-
GradUser optimizer provided an increase by up to 1.8, 2.5, 13.1, and 14.7
percentage points for the Amazon Books, Movie Lens 1M, Movie Tweetings,
and SMDI-200UE datasets, respectively. Concerning the NDCG@10 metric,
the results showed a lower increase, which is natural because the NDCG
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Table 4: RECALL@10 and NDCG@10 values obtained by the incremental MF recommender
model for the Movie Tweetings and SMDI-200UE datasets.

Models
Movie Tweetings SMDI-200UE

RECALL@10 NDCG@10 RECALL@10 NDCG@10

Baselines
TopPop 0.0070 ± 0.0000 0.0030 ± 0.0000 0.1500 ± 0.0000 0.0870 ± 0.0000
Random 0.0000 ± 0.0000 0.0000 ± 0.0000 0.0020 ± 0.0001 0.0010 ± 0.0000
SGD 0.1510 ± 0.0032 0.0630 ± 0.0014 0.2290 ± 0.0004 0.1330 ± 0.0002

InMLF 0.1010 ± 0.0020 0.0430 ± 0.0008 0.1930 ± 0.0023 0.1080 ± 0.0012
BPRMF 0.0580 ± 0.0004 0.0280 ± 0.0003 0.2380 ± 0.0013 0.1380 ± 0.0008
PMF 0.0090 ± 0.0015 0.0050 ± 0.0009 0.3390 ± 0.0058 0.2250 ± 0.0030

MF with Adam Optimizers variants
InAdam 0.1660 ± 0.0013 0.074 ± 0.0006 0.3210 ± 0.0004 0.2030 ± 0.0003

InAdamUser 0.2250 ± 0.0045 0.1110 ± 0.0027 0.3370 ± 0.0004 0.2010 ± 0.0017
InAdamItem 0.2070 ± 0.0016 0.0990 ± 0.0012 0.1950 ± 0.0026 0.1210 ± 0.0021
SGIAdamUser 0.2060 ± 0.0064 0.1010 ± 0.0034 0.3290 ± 0.0011 0.1840 ± 0.0014
SGIAdamItem 0.2120 ± 0.0010 0.1000 ± 0.0007 0.2100 ± 0.0042 0.1290 ± 0.0023

MF with AMSGrad Optimizers variants
InAMSGrad 0.1510 ± 0.0029 0.0720 ± 0.0014 0.3140 ± 0.0011 0.1820 ± 0.0011

InAMSGradUser 0.2320 ± 0.0028 0.1150 ± 0.0017 0.3400 ± 0.0005 0.2080 ± 0.0007
InAMSGradItem 0.2090 ± 0.0023 0.1 ± 0.0013 0.2350 ± 0.0039 0.1560 ± 0.0028
SGIAMSGradUser 0.2090 ± 0.0025 0.102 ± 0.0013 0.3380 ± 0.0003 0.2010 ± 0.0003
SGIAMSGradItem 0.2090 ± 0.0011 0.101 ± 0.0007 0.2550 ± 0.0030 0.1660 ± 0.0025

MF with Nadam Optimizers variants
InNadam 0.1570 ± 0.0004 0.0700 ± 0.0002 0.3260 ± 0.0006 0.1970 ± 0.0004

InNadamUser 0.2280 ± 0.0033 0.1120 ± 0.0018 0.3400 ± 0.0006 0.2010 ± 0.0018
InNadamItem 0.2190 ± 0.0012 0.1050 ± 0.0009 0.2050 ± 0.0051 0.1280 ± 0.0029
SGINadamUser 0.2040 ± 0.0048 0.0990 ± 0.0026 0.3280 ± 0.0015 0.1820 ± 0.0014
SGINadamItem 0.2220 ± 0.0012 0.1060 ± 0.0009 0.2240 ± 0.0073 0.1360 ± 0.0043

MF with RMSProp Optimizers variants
InRMSProp 0.1780 ± 0.0024 0.0910 ± 0.0015 0.1960 ± 0.0004 0.1170 ± 0.0004

InRMSPropUser 0.1770 ± 0.0021 0.0930 ± 0.0015 0.1940 ± 0.0010 0.1190 ± 0.0005
InRMSPropItem 0.1710 ± 0.0043 0.0880 ± 0.0023 0.2030 ± 0.0032 0.1220 ± 0.0016
SGIRMSPropUser 0.1880 ± 0.0026 0.0960 ± 0.0014 0.3130 ± 0.0013 0.1610 ± 0.0016
SGIRMSPropItem 0.1650 ± 0.0012 0.0850 ± 0.0007 0.3120 ± 0.0014 0.1640 ± 0.0015

evaluates the item ranking in the TOP@10 ranked list. Regarding the InAMS-
GradUser and SGD NDCG@10 values, we observed increases of up to 1.1, 0.6,
5.2, and 7.5 percentage points for the Amazon Books, Movie Lens 1M, Movie
Tweetings, and SMDI-200UE datasets, respectively. However, although the
increase in NDCG values was smaller than that in RECALL, there were also
significant differences between the results.

The results showed that the PMF model provided competitive results
for the Movie Lens and SMDI-200UE datasets. Moreover, considering the
Amazon Books and Movie Tweeting datasets, which are the largest amog the
tested datasets, the results are not significantly different from the TopPop
baseline. As observed in the incremental MF model results (Tables 3 and 4),
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considering the optimizer variants, the user-specialized version provided supe-
rior performance in most cases. In all the analyzed datasets, the InAdamUser,
InAMSGradUser, and InNadamUser variants showed the best results com-
pared to the other variants of each optimizer. For the RMSProp optimizer, the
user specialized-generalized version presented the best results. In contrast, in
most experiments item-specialized and item-specialized-generalized variants
did not significantly differ from the SGD baseline. We explain this behavior
by searching for datasets of distinct users and items, where the number of
users is higher than the number of items. Additionally, as we are working in
a collaborative filtering scenario, where the primary purpose is to model and
learn the relationship between users, it makes sense to learn individualized
optimizer parameters for each user, because the optimizer also uses these
parameters to update the latent factor vector of the items.

Considering the statistical significance test, although the InAMSGradUser
rates were greater, some optimizers did not show significant differences con-
sidering the Nemenyi test with a 95% confidence level. In the Movie Lens
1M dataset, the InAMSGradUser optimizer did not show a significant dif-
ference from the SGIAMSGradUser, InNadamUser, InAdamUser, InAMS-
Grad, InNadam, and InAdam optimizers. Considering the Movie Tweetings
dataset, the optimizers without significant differences from InAMSGradUser
are InNadamUser, InAdamUser, SGINadamItem, InNadamItem, and SGI-
NadamItem. Finally, in the SMDI-200UE dataset, the InAMSGradUser opti-
mizer does not differ from InNadamUser, SGIAMSGradUser, InAdamUser,
SGIAdamUser, SGINadamUser, and InNadam.

Figure 2 shows the critical distance (CD) of the best variants of each
optimizer, considering the obtained results for all datasets. The general
results concerning the RECALL@10 values demonstrate the best performance
of user-specialized variants. In addition, by comparing the RECALL@10
values across all the analyzed datasets, we confirm that the AMSGradUser
and InNadamUser optimizers presented the best performance in the experi-
ments, showing significant differences from the other optimizers, except for
the PMF model in the SMDI-200UE dataset, which presented competitive
results. Furthermore, considering the NDCG@10 values, the PMF model
outperformed the other optimizers. On the other hand, in contrast to what
was observed in the RECALL@10 analysis, regarding the NDCG@10 values,
the InAdam and SGIRMSPropItem optimizers outperform the InAdamUser
and SGIRMSPropIUser variants.

Figure 3 presents the results of Friedman and Nemenyi’s statistical signif-
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(a) RECALL@10. (b) NDCG@10.

Figure 2: Nemenyi test results on RECALL@10 and NDCG@10 values in the analysed
datasets.

icance test, considering the experiments of all techniques in each analyzed
dataset. The legends present the Friedman p-values and show significant
differences, assuming a 95% (p-value < 0.05) confidence level for the re-
sults for all datasets. Therefore, the graph of the critical distance obtained
by the Nemenyi test shows the rankings and significant differences of each
method. We observe in the statistical significance tests in Figure 3 that the
behavior of the results is similar to that presented in Tables 3 and 4. The
user-specialized variants provided the best results in most cases and outper-
formed the specialized-generalized versions of the AMSGrad, Nadam, and
Adam optimizers. InAMSGradUser and InAdamUser proposed specialized op-
timizer variants provide the best results for all analyzed datasets considering
RECALL@10. Regarding the NDCG@10 values, only for the SMDI-200UE
dataset, InAdamUser does not appear as the best variant of the Adam Opti-
mizer. However, considering the RMSProp optimizer, we obtained the best
results in the user-specialized-generalized version (SGIRMSPropUser). We
also observe different behaviors in the Amazon Books dataset results, in which
the item-specialized Nadam optimizer variant (InNadamItem) presented the
best performance compared to the other versions.

In contrast to the results obtained in the combined statistical analysis
of all datasets (Figure 2), considering the results in every single dataset (3),
the PMF model presented the best results only for the SMDI-200UE dataset.
However, in the general analysis, the PMF obtained the best performance
because the RECALL@10 and NDCG@10 values in the SMDI-200UE dataset
were higher than those of the other datasets.

Comparing the obtained results across the analyzed datasets, we observed
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(a) Amazon Books RECALL@10 (p-value = 2.64×
10−15).

(b) Amazon Books NDCG@10 (p-value = 3.07 ×
10−15).

(c) Movie Lens RECALL@10 (p-value = 2.64 ×
10−15).

(d) Movie Lens NDCG@10 (p-value = 2.41 ×
10−15).

(e) Movie Tweetings RECALL@10 (p-value =
3.60× 10−15).

(f) Movie Tweetings NDCG@10 (p-value = 3.29×
10−15).

(g) SMDI-200UE RECALL@10 (p-value = 7.9 ×
10−15).

(h) SMDI-200UE NDCG@10 (p-value = 1.78 ×
10−15).

Figure 3: Critical distances of the Nemenyi test for Recall and NDCG results in different
datasets. All p-values refer to the Friedman test.
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that the proposed user-specialized and user-specialized-generalized variants
provided superior performance to the tested baselines in most cases. Addition-
ally, combining the adaptive learning rate optimizers in the MF model, Adam,
Nadam, AMSGrad, and RMSProp significantly increased the RECALL and
NDGC rates compared with the traditional SGD baseline.

5.1. Streaming Analysis of the Results

As we are working in a streaming scenario, it is essential to evaluate the
tested methods by considering the evolution of the results according to the
emergence of new instances (<u, i>) in the stream. Figure 4 presents the
windowed evaluation of RECALL@10 values by analyzing the best optimizer
and their variants in each dataset. We considered a window with a size 5%
of the number of test interactions. Considering the Amazon Books dataset
results (Figure 4a), we observe that the AMSGradUser and SGIAMSGradUser
optimizers outperform other AMSGrad variants during the entire streaming
test set. However, the specialized version AMSGradUser maintains the best
windowed RECALL@10 values during the data stream fashion. The item-
specialized (InAMSGradItem) and item-specialized-generalized (SGIAMSGra-
dItem) variants showed similar results and presented superior results to the
traditional InAMSGrad optimization strategy.

Concerning the results obtained in the Movie Lens dataset experiments
(Figure 4b), we confirm the reduced differences in the RECALL@10 values
compared to the windowed evaluation results with the obtained average
RECALL@10 rates (Table 3). The both traditional (InAMSgrad), user-
specialized (InAMSgradUser), and user-specialized-generalized (SGIAMS-
gradUser) variants of the AMSGrad optimizer show similar behavior in the
plotted results. Different from what we observe in the Amazon Books dataset,
in the Movie Lens dataset, the item-specialized (InAMSGradItem) and item-
specialized-generalized (SGIAMSGradItem) variants of AMSGrad optimizer
presented inferior results than the traditional InAMSGrad version.

Figure 4c shows the windowed RECALL@10 values obtained using the
AMSGrad optimizer variants in the movie tweeting dataset. This analysis
shows that the proposed AMSGrad variants outperform the traditional opti-
mizer. We observed that the user-specialized optimizer (InAMSGradUser)
provided superior performance in some regions of the graph, as proven by the
average RECALL@10 rates (Table 4), in which we obtained a RECALL@10
value of 23.20% using the InAMSGradUser optimizer. For InAMSGradItem,
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(a) AMSGrad variants in the Amazon Books
dataset.

(b) AMSGrad variants in the Movie Lens dataset.

(c) AMSGrad variants in the Movie Tweetings
dataset.

(d) Nadam variants in the SMDI-200UE dataset.

Figure 4: Windowed evaluation of RECALL@10 values obtained by the best optimizer
and their variants in each dataset (We consider a window size of 5% of the number of
interactions for each dataset test portion).

SGIAMSGradUser, and SGIAMSGradUser optimizers, the obtained RE-
CALL@10 value was 20.90%.

Finally, considering the SMDI-200UE dataset results, Figure 4d shows
the results for the Nadam optimizer variants. We observe a similar behavior
from the obtained results in the Movie Lens dataset, in which the traditional
(InNadam), user-specialized (InNadamUser), and user-specialized-generalized
(SGINadamUser) variants presented similar results. Furthermore, the item
specialized (InNadamItem) and item-specialized-generalized (SGINadamItem)
versions also provided worse results than the traditional version. Nonetheless,
we observe that although the windowed evaluation presented similar results,
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InNadamUser and SGINadamUser outperformed the InNadam optimizer in
some regions of the test data stream.

We justify the obtained results in the analyzed datasets by comparing
the size (number of instances) and number of distinct users and items. The
Movie Lens and SMDI-200UE datasets had fewer users and items than the
Amazon books and movie tweeting datasets. In this sense, our proposed
optimizer variants provided the best performance in datasets with a higher
number of users and items, which is reasonable because we trained individual
optimizer parameters for each available user or item in the stream. The
Amazon books and movie tweeting datasets also have more instances than
the others, showing that our methods work well in large datasets with a high
incidence of new users and items.

6. Conclusion

In this study, we proposed novel adaptive learning rate optimizers for
incremental MF recommender systems. Our variants consider user (user-
specialized and user-specialized-generalized) or item (item-specialized and
item-specialized-generalized) identifiers to model and learn optimizer parame-
ters for each user or item, respectively. We selected four adaptive optimizers,
Adam, Nadam, AMSGrad, and RMSProp, and coupled them with the pro-
posed optimizers. We tested our approaches on three real-world datasets
and compared their results with those of a traditional SGD optimizer. Our
proposed optimizers presented superior performance when datasets have many
users and items. The larger the number of users and items, the higher the
incidence of cold-start. In this sense, the specialization is more suitable when
fewer interactions per user exist and more users for which we do not have
information emerge from the stream. We observed that the InAMSGradUser
and InNadamUser variants, which are user-specialized versions of the AMS-
Grad and Nadam optimizers, significantly outperform the SGD among all
datasets, increasing the RECALL@10 values by up to 11.1 percentage points
and NDCG@10 by up to 7.5 percentage points. Therefore, we conclude that
combining adaptive learning rate optimizers in the MF model provides more
accurate recommendations to users because adapting the learning rates during
models’ incremental updates makes the models adaptive to changes in data
behavior.

Regarding disadvantages and limitations, our method increases the number
of model parameters to train and update according to the number of optimizer
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parameters. In practice, the number of parameters is directly proportional to
the number of base optimizer parameters. Suppose the base optimizer has a
single parameter. In that case, our method stores the user and item latent
factors as well as the user or item specialized optimizer parameters, i.e., for
the RMSProp, the −−→vp(t) parameter, for Adam and Nadam, the −−→vp(t) and −−→mp(t)

parameters, and for the AMSGrad, the −−→vp(t), −−→mp(t) and
−−−−−−−→
max(vp(t)) parameters.

In future work, we plan to investigate other adaptive learning rate optimiz-
ers to analyze their incremental efficiency in updating MF models. We intend
to incorporate our optimizer variants into other MF recommender models,
such as the PMF and BMPMF models presented in this study. In particular,
we also plan on developing specialized and generalized optimization processes
for high-dimensional and sparse (HiDS) collaborative filtering settings, in-
cluding L1-and-L2 latent factor models [18], graph convolutional network
latent feature analysis [19], and alternating direction methods [15], which
are available for batch settings and still require adaptations for streaming
settings. Finally, we plan to investigate the application of drift detectors
as part of the learning process to adapt the model parameters according to
changes in the data.
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